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ABSTRACT
Multi-object tracking is widely used in video analysis. However,
due to the limitation of detector performance, many multi-object
tracking models have the problem of detecting two objects into one
object in some occlusion scenes. In this paper, we propose a two-
step model for handling this problem. In the first step model, the
non-occlusion targets are detected and embeddings are extracted,
while the occlusion areas are identified. The second step model
processes the occlusion areas to obtain occlusion targets’ accurate
positions and embeddings. Finally, we integrate and optimize the
output results of the two steps models. Experiments show that
the number of false positives and missed positives in our model’s
object detection is significantly reduced. The multi-object tracking
performance (MOTA metric) is improved by nearly 3% compared
with other models.
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Multi-object tracking is an important part of surveillance video
analysis. It can not only be directly used for object motion trajectory
analysis but also serve as a research basis for many high-level
tasks, such as object action recognition, behavior analysis, safety
supervision and so on.

To complete the task of multi-object tracking, the strategies
of tracking by detection are proposed in many mainstream deep
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learning algorithms [1][2]. Specifically, these methods divide multi-
object tracking into detection and embedding modules. The detec-
tion module completes object detection and the embedding module
uses relevant algorithms to Extract the features of the object. In
this way, there may be many double calculations between the two
modules, and the running speed may be affected. For this reason,
some scientists have proposed methods to integrate the detection
module and the embedding module into a neural network [3][4].
The two modules share the same underlying characteristics, thus
avoiding double counting and improving the performance. How-
ever, due to the limitations of their own detection framework, these
methods are not very effective in the detection and tracking of
occlusion objects in some occlusion scenarios. Specifically, the de-
tection framework often detects two occluded objects as one object,
which also creates some problems for object tracking. Aiming at the
occlusion object detection problem, some scientists have proposed
improved non-maximum suppression algorithms, such as soft-NMS
[5], softer-NMS [6], adaptive-NMS [7], etc. Some have made some
improvements to the loss function, for example repulsion loss func-
tion [8]. Some have established links between proposals [9]. But
these methods depend on the prediction results of the original de-
tection network. Therefore, for some scenes, the effect of occlusion
detection is not good.

In this paper, we designed a two-step neural network for track-
ing occluded pedestrians based on the JDE [10]. Specifically, targets
occlusion score is added to the prediction heads of the JDE (Joint
Learning of Detection and Embedding mode) [10] and this model is
used as the first step model in our network. When the pedestrians
are judged to be occlusion, the feature map areas corresponding to
the pedestrians bounding boxes are extracted as the input of the
second step network. The second step model carefully and accu-
rately processes the occluded areas and outputs the coordinates and
embeddings of the occluded pedestrians. Finally, we integrate the
output results of the two steps and do some optimization processing
to complete pedestrians tracking.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we
introduce the specific details of our proposed method. In section 3,
the training strategy and experimental results are presented. The
conclusion is followed in section 4.

1 METHOD
1.1 The Overall Architecture
Our method is a two-step neural network. In the first step, the
pedestrian occlusion score is added to the prediction heads of
the JDE [10] so that the first step model can use the occlusion
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Figure 1: TheOverall Architecture Structure of the Two-Step
Model.

score to determine whether there is an occlusion in the predicted
pedestrians bounding boxes. Then, the results of the occluded
pedestrian bounding boxes after non-maximum suppression are
mapped to the small-scale feature map in JDE [10] and are cropped
by ROI Align [11] as the input of the second step model. The second
step model processes the clipped feature maps and completes
the task of occlusion pedestrian detection while embeddings are
extracted. Finally, we synthesized the output results of the two
steps models and optimized them to get the final results. The
overall architecture of our model is shown in Figure 1.

1.2 JDE Model and Occlusion Prediction
The full name of JDE [10] is Joint Learning of Detection and Em-
bedding mode which combines object detection with embedding
extraction. Specifically, based on the framework of yolo-v3 [12], it
adds an embedding extraction branch to the output branch of the
model, so that it can simultaneously detect the objects and obtain
the embeddings corresponding to the objects. It uses the cosine
distance between embeddings as the matching basis, and the Hun-
garian algorithm is used to match the objects between the before
and after frames. In our model, we still use this matching rule.

In our first step model, occlusion score is added to the JDE [10]
prediction heads to determine whether the pedestrians in the cor-
responding bounding box have occlusion. We define occlusion and
non-occlusion as two categories and adopt cross entropy loss for
training. Unlike other models, our first step model encourages two
or three occluded pedestrians to be placed in the same bounding
box, but this bounding box is marked occlusion. Its bounding box
and the bounding box of a single pedestrian are regression simulta-
neously. The loss function weighting strategy is similar to JDE [10].
Specifically, using the concept of task-independent uncertainty, an
automatic learning reduction scheme [13] is adopted. The total loss
function of the first step model can be described as follows:

Lthe f ir st step =
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i
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(
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i
j
Lij + s
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)
(1)

Where M is the number of prediction heads andLij ( j = a,b, c,d)
represents confidence loss, occlusion classification loss, bounding
box regression loss, and embedding loss respectively, sij is the task-
dependent uncertainty of each component loss, which is modeled

Figure 2: Prediction Head and Loss Function.

as a learnable parameter. The modified prediction head and loss
functions are shown in Figure 2.

1.3 Feature Map Mapping and Clipping
Since the small-scale feature map retains more information of the
objects, we choose to crop the mapping areas of occlusion bounding
boxes on the small-scale feature map [14]. Our model uses the non-
maximum suppression algorithm to process the bounding boxes
marked as occlusion and eliminate the bounding boxes that are not
mapped to the small-scale feature map.

ROI Align algorithm is proposed to complete the fine clipping of
feature map in [11]. It overcomes the precision loss of ROI pooling
[14] algorithm due to decimal rounding in feature map clipping pro-
cess. Specifically, it uses bilinear interpolation to replace the decimal
rounding operation, so that the value in the clipped feature map
is more accurate. Since we need to accurately locate the occlusion
pedestrians, which has a high requirement for the accuracy of the
clipped featuremap, we choose the ROI Align algorithm to complete
this operation. In view of the requirement of the targets size in our
scene, we resize the clipped feature maps to 15*35(width*height).

1.4 The Second Step Model
The purpose of the second step model is to obtain the bounding
boxes of the occlusion pedestrians and the corresponding embed-
dings more accurately. We designed the network structure as shown
in Figure 3. The clipped feature maps have two branches after pass-
ing through a convolution block, one for confidence prediction and
the regression of the pedestrian bounding boxes, and the other is
used to generate the embeddings corresponding to the occlusion
pedestrians. The bounding boxes still choose to be regression by
the anchors and we select three anchors covering different scales
(11*28,7*18,3*8) on the clipped feature maps. Both branches are
processed by a number of convolution blocks. The convolution
block consists of a convolution layer, a Batch Normalization layer
and an activation layer that uses the Leaky ReLU function.

Figure 3: The Second Step Model Structure Diagram. The
Number under the Convolution Block Represents the Size
and Number of Convolution Kernel.
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1.5 Loss Function of The Second Step Model
Our second step model has only one prediction head including
confidence prediction, bounding boxes regression and embedding.
The weighted strategy of the loss function is the same as that of the
first step model. The calculation formula of loss function is shown
below:

Lthe second step =
∑

i=1,2,3

1
2

(
1
esi

Li + si

)
(2)

where Li (i = 1, 2, 3)represent confidence loss, bounding box regres-
sion loss, and embedding loss respectively. si Is a weighted param-
eter for each task. However, in addition to the original SmoothL1
loss, we have added two items to calculate the bounding box regres-
sion loss. The total bounding boxes regression loss is calculated as
shown below:

Lbox = LsmoothL1
+ α∗LRepGT + β∗LRepBox (3)

where LsmoothL1
represents the loss calculated by the SmoothL1

function, while LRepGT and LRepBox are the two penalty terms of
the bounding boxes regression mentioned in [8]. The coefficients
α and β are weight parameters. The purpose of the SmoothL1 loss
is to make the predicted bounding boxes approximate to the real
object’s bounding boxes. Its calculation formula is shown below:

LsmoothL1
(x) =

{
0.5x2 i f |x | < 1

|x | − 0.5 otherwise
(4)

where x is the difference between the true value and the predicted
value. The RepGT loss is designed to make the predicted bound-
ing boxes and its neighboring ground-truth objects which are not
its target mutually exclusive. Its calculation formula is shown as
follows:

LRepGT =

∑
P ∈P+ SmoothLn

(
IoG

(
BP ,GP

Rep

))
count (P+)

(5)

SmoothLn (x) =

{
−ln (1 − x) x ≤ σ
x−σ
1−σ − ln (1 − σ ) x > σ

(6)

IoG (B,G) =
area (B ∩G)

area (G)
(7)

where P+ is the set of all positive proposals(anchors) which used
to regress to the targets’ bounding boxes. BP is the predicted box.
GP
Rep is defined as a proposal P ′ which has the largest IoU region

with its target bounding box except the positive proposal used to
regress to this target bounding box. σ ∈ [0, 1).

The RepBox loss is aimed at keeping predicted bounding boxes
that regression to different objects as far apart as possible. Its cal-
culation formula is as follows:

LRepBox =

∑
i,j SmoothLn

(
IoU

(
Bpi ,Bpj

) )∑
i,j count (IoU (Bpi ,Bpj ) > 0) + ε

(8)

where Bpi , Bpj is the predicted box regressed from proposal pi , pj
respectively. ε is a small constant used to prevent division by zero.

These three loss functions coordinate with each other and have a
positive effect on the regression of the occlusion pedestrian bound-
ing boxes.

1.6 Some Optimization Measures
We remove the bounding boxes in the prediction head of the second
step model where the area is too small and the coordinates are
not in the clipped feature maps. Soft-NMS [5] algorithm is first
used to process the bounding boxes of the second step model’s
prediction head and then all the bounding boxes of the two-step
model’s prediction heads. In the process of merging the output
results of the two models, we also did some optimization. When
no target is detected in the clipped feature maps, there is no need
to discard the bounding boxes judged as occlusion in the first step
model’s prediction heads. At the same time, for each clipped feature
map, the maximum number of effective bounding boxes in the
corresponding prediction head of the second step model is set to
3. For target matching and trajectory generation, our model still
adopts the matching rules of JDE [10].

2 TRAINING STRATEGY AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1 Training Strategy
Our model training is divided into two stages. The first stage is to
complete the training of the first step model, and the second stage is
to complete the training of the second step model. We used our own
private dataset and the MOT16-04 [2] dataset as the training set.
Our private training data set consists of four scenes, each of which
is a sequence of 1,000 frames extracted from surveillance video
taken from a public place. These scenes all have some occluding
targets. Before the image is input into the model, the image has
undergone color dithering, random scale transformation, rotation
and other data enhancement operations to suppress overfitting.
During the training of the first step model, we set the batch size
to 4 and trained a total of 200 epochs. The initial learning rate was
0.01 and the learning rate decreased by 10 times in the 60th, 120th
and 160th epochs. Only the loss function of the first step model
is used to calculate the loss, while the second step model did not
carry out training. The change of losses in the training process is
shown in Figure 4. On the basis of the completion of the first step

Figure 4: The Change of Losses of the First Step Model’s
Training.
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Figure 5: The Change of Losses of the Second Step Model’s
Training.

model training, the second step of model training was carried out.
The training sample of the second step model is the clipped areas
of the small-scale feature map in the first step model. We froze the
gradient of the first step model and only used the first step model
to complete the task of generating the small-scale feature map. The
batch size of the second step model is still set to 4, but the initial
learning rate was set to 0.001, for a total of 60 epochs of training. The
learning rate dropped by a factor of 10 in epochs 30 and 45. We also
only use the loss function of the second step model to calculate the
loss. The loss curve of the second-step model is shown in Figure 5.

2.2 Experimental Results
We selected 2000 frames of images from two scenes in our private
dataset as the test set. Figure 6 shows the detection effect of the
two-step model. The visualization results of multi-object tracking
are shown in Figure 7. Our model uses MOTA index to evaluate
multi-target tracking performance and is compared with the JDE
[10] and the yolo v3 [12] +deep-sort [15]. The comparison results
are shown in Table 1. FP and FN represent the number of false
positives and false negatives in object detection, respectively. FPS
stands for the number of frames per second processed by the model.
It can be seen that compared with other models, our model has
better detection and tracking performance.

Figure 6: The Detection Effect of the Two-Step Model. The
Left Figure is the Target Marked as Occlusion Detected by
the First Step Model and the Right Figure is the Target Iden-
tified after the Second Step Model Processing.

3 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a two-step model for multi-object tracking.
The first step model is used to detect the non-occluded pedestri-
ans and generates the corresponding embeddings, while the sec-
ond step model is used to accurately locate the occluded pedestri-
ans and generates its embeddings. We integrate the output results
of the two models and carry out related steps after optimization
to finally complete the task of multi-object tracking. The exper-
imental results show that our model has superior detection and
tracking performance compared with other models. However, our
model also has many limitations in extremely crowded pedes-
trian scenarios, which is also a problem for us to solve in the
future.
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Table 1: Comparison of Detection and Tracking Performance of Different Models

Model FP FN MOTA FPS

Yolo v3+Deep-sort 1373 6930 73.1% 7.8
JDE 1258 6953 73.7% 16.5
ours 1033 6439 76.3% 13.4
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Figure 7: Visual Display of Multi-object Tracking Effects. The Left Column Is Scene 1 and the Right Column Is Scene 2. There
Are 25 Frames between the Two Adjacent Images of Each Scene. The Bounding Box Marked with the Same ID and the Same
Color Represents the Same Target.
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